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Compliance officer’s dilemma



The different uses of business intelligence

• Competitive Intelligence (CI) 

• Market research and business intelligence

• Pre merger-post merger 

• Intelligence Studies as Bid Supporters (Bid)

• Assistance in legal proceedings

• Intelligence studies support work in hostile / problematic areas

• Due diligence – DD, EDD, IDD



How? 

Tier 1/2
Tier 3

• Basic search

• Black lists search 

• Searching in “bad” context 

• Black list search

• Searches for “bad” context

• Deep web search-official sites

• Big databases in target country 

• Financial check

• Use of local language- “when in Rome”

• Legal Databases



Common troubles and solutions



Common Problems
• Dictatorships

• Problematic Registrars of Companies

• Obsolete sites

• Sites falling

• Tax shelters

• Partial information that does not include details of shareholders

• Intended blocking

:Names: 
• Common and identical 

names in Asia Pacific 
(Vietnam, Korea, China)

• "Western" names
• Many common 

company names



Problematic regimes - locals are afraid to investigate

Developing countries - no Internet, little information on the Web, no cyber history

Lack of social networks / local social networks only

Minimal information on the web:

 Veterans of armed forces and intelligence agencies 

 Elderly people

 Minimal business history; Fresh companies, sometimes for  as sole contract purpose 

 Companies that pretend to present an official site that actually don’t provide any real 
information 

“A thin company”



Problematic regimes - locals are afraid to investigate
Developing countries - no Internet, little information on the Web, no cyber history

Lack of social networks / local social networks only

Scarce information on the web:

 Veterans of armed forces and intelligence agencies 

 Elderly people

 Minimal business history; Fresh companies, sometimes for  as sole contract purpose 

 Companies that pretend to present an official site that actually don’t provide any real 
information 

A “thin” company



When red flags become black flags



• Company located in Central America

• Provides security and monitoring services for public and private sector

• Owner is a licensed lawyer who served in senior positions in the government, the 
most prominent being the secretary of public security in a large city. As part of his 
job, he was in charge of the public security and therefore appeared frequently in  
the media.

• During his tenure as secretary of public security, he was accused of cooperating 
with cartel members involved in drug trafficking, terrorism, murder, money 
laundering and kidnappings.

• According to the charges, the company's owner assigned a senior police officer to 
provide security and protection services to members of the above-mentioned 
crime cartel, for a considerable sum of money.

• In addition, the owner of the company became involved in another affair. In a  
compound, a race track under the security of the company under investigation 
was found a warehouse with a large quantity of weapons and drugs, including 
marijuana and cocaine destined for shipment to the United States.

• Main problem was establishing the right identity.

• Outcome of investigation: The company and owner were disqualified from 
working with the client and the contract was terminated

Case Study #1

Case Studies 



• A company registered in Europe and held by two brothers. The older brother serves 
as CEO of the company and his son serves as project manager. 

• In 1995, the older brother worked as consultant of a French company. At that time, 
the company was accused of paying bribes as part of a contract to sell equipment to 
a European army. As part of this deal, the respondent offered a "donation" of $ 19 
million to the party that would support the deal.

• The defendant was accused of receiving a $ 5 million commission in connection with 
the contract, in addition to a suspicion of transferring $ 8 million from the French 
company to secret accounts in Switzerland.

• As part of this affair, it has also emerged that said brother received a commission 
amounting to $ 350,000 from an Israeli company in exchange for another contract, in 
the amount of $ 5 million.

• It was mentioned that he also got four-months suspended sentence.

• As a result of the report, a clarification process was conducted towards the 
candidate, which revealed that the prison sentence was eventually canceled and that 
no further charges were made. Customer decided to go forward with the transaction. 

Case Study #2

Case Studies



• A family-owned company.

• The company owns five subsidiaries registered in various 
locations around the world. One of these companies was used 
to maintain relations with the customer.

• In 2014, the parent company sought to replace the subsidiary 
that maintains contact with the customer in another 
subsidiary, which was established in that year and registered 
in another country.

• In order to understand the process, comprehensive research 
regarding the parent company and a number of follow-up 
studies regarding the subsidiaries were carried out to obtain a 
comprehensive compliance picture.

• There were no problematic findings about the companies, and 
the engagement with them was approved and continued.

Case Study #3

Case Studies



Informed Business Decision

Analysis

Research Briefing



Conclusion




